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Abstract

Many influential scholars in democratic studies continue to exclude the economic realm from democratic analysis. But this is not the case when we examine lay conceptualizations of democracy, particularly in developing or democratizing countries. Lay Russians and Ukrainians have something to teach us about democracy by focusing our attention on the economic matters and injustices. They teach us that in achieving democracy we cannot bracket gaining power and collective control over crucial social institutions and forces in the economy that affect people’s lives. Democracy must mean securing people economic rights such as a right to employment, living wage, pension, healthcare, education, and a minimum standard of living, as well as equalizing power between wage workers and owners of productive resources through workplace democracy. Such ideas are also better reclaimed as democratic when we put them in context of post-Soviet hyper-capitalism, real power inequalities, exclusion, and displacement. However, I critique those aspects of lay views that express apathy, quiescence, and self-deprecation as not conducive for goals of democratic empowerment in the economic realm. But I also stress that such tendencies are a response to the oppressive and undemocratic structures of their societies, and as such, they represent a powerful critique of the social context that has a democratic significance.

a) Introduction

Leaving economic life out of the scope of democratic politics and analysis is a pervasive feature in contemporary scholarship on democracy.\(^1\) Influential democratic theorists\(^2\) and

---


scholars of democratic transitions continually exclude economic structure, institutions, relations and practices from democratic exploration. Their foundational conceptions of democracy are incorporated into studies and analyses of post-Soviet public opinion about democracy. Survey and interview scholars conceptualize democracy in terms of such essential elements as free and fair elections, rule of law, tolerance, freedom of the press, government responsiveness, and accountability.

However, in the democratizing societies there exist more expansive and more relevant democratic discourses at the grassroots level as compared to those advocated by scholars. Ukrainian and Russian non-elites view democracy as what we may call ‘political’ components,
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such as freedom of speech, elections, and legislative representation. But post-Soviet non-elites also conceptualize democracy in terms of gaining economic and social rights, such as the right to employment, the right to a living wage, the right to healthcare, the right to education, the right to housing, the right to sustainable retirement, the right to a minimum standard of living, and the right to a voice in the decision making in the workplace. Russian and Ukrainian non-elite discourses on democracy have gone underappreciated, unexplored, and largely misrepresented by survey scholars as simply ‘economic’, materialistic, apolitical, outdated, and having little to do with questions of democracy’s meaning. However, I argue that lay focus on what is termed the ‘economic’ realm illuminates important questions of democracy such as rights, efficacy, freedom, accountability, participation, deliberation, and distribution of power in the decision making that affects the direction of society and the individual lives.

Democratic governance rests on distributing equal citizenship rights to all members of the community, which in the classical meaning of the term are the rights to control, participate, and share in the society’s institutions, resources, and protections. Many contemporary discussions of
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citizenship take as their source T.H. Marshall’s classic *Class, Citizenship, and Social Development*. Citizenship in this view encompasses civil, political, and socio-economic rights. Civil and political rights include equal protection under the law, equal access to the judicial system, due process, suffrage, freedom of expression, and freedom to organize politically. Citizenship based on civil and political rights only is incomplete, and full citizenship must encompass rights to economic welfare and security. For Marshall, extension of citizenship into the economic sphere is not just about extending civil and political rights into the economic realm, but it is also about modifying “the whole pattern of social inequality” in the market society.

Lay Russian and Ukrainian economic demands are democratic because they encompass attempts to gain full citizenship in their societies, and with it power, rights, autonomy, influence, and voice in the economic realm. Lay discourses arise in response to the exclusive economic citizenship that exists in their societies. Through asserting economic and social rights, lay actors seek to reclaim power over their economic fate. Rather than being a subject to external social forces, actors, and institutions that escape their control, lay Russians and Ukrainians attempt to assert their power, interests, and voice in the economic realm through the discourse of social and economic rights. By making what appear to be just demands for ‘economic welfare’, lay actors lay claim to collective control over the economic institutions, relations, and resources controlled privately and undemocratically in their societies.

In a critical realist vein, I engage lay ideas beyond a purely discursive analysis to point out not only what non-elites think about democracy, but that what they think is valid. Lay
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formulations of democracy can be illuminated and reclaimed when we put them in the larger context of the post-communist transition, hyper-capitalism, real power inequalities, and large scale economic dislocation.

b) Reclaiming an Argument About Democracy in the Economic Demands of Lay Russians and Ukrainians

1) Socio-Economic Context: the Creation of New Classes, Deterioration of Living Standards, Poverty, and Wealth Concentration

In order to evaluate and reclaim lay emphasis on economic matters in their democratic thinking, we need to begin by establishing some of the most conspicuous features of the socio-economic context of post-communist transitions to which lay actors are responding. In this section I highlight two contradictory but simultaneous trends: economic displacement and poverty on the one hand, and rapid enrichment and concentration of wealth and economic resources on the other. Also, I bring attention to a pattern of policies designed to take away whatever few social and economic protections that non-elites in Russia and Ukraine did have.

The very early years of transition from state-run to market economy in Russia and Ukraine are defined by a wave of swift economic reforms known as “shock therapy”. Among other things, these reforms encompassed curtailing government regulation of industries, privatization of state assets, price liberalization, and drastic cuts in social programs and safety
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nets. Shock therapy was accompanied with alarming demographic and economic indicators. Frequent change in ownership, closure, and restructuring of state enterprises led to massive rates of unemployment, low or unpaid wages, yearlong wage arrears, and loss of benefits. In 1998 in Russia, over $10 billion was owed to about 20 million workers. Price liberalization brought hyperinflation and instability of a nascent financial system caused millions of people to lose their life savings they held at Soviet banks through bank bankruptcies and fraud. The first decade of the transition is also associated with an unprecedented human and labor flight. For example, Ukraine’s total population decreased from 53 million in 1993 to 48.5 million by 2001. Those who emigrate to work abroad list low wages, unemployment, and the need to repay loans as the primary reasons for leaving, and about two thirds of them have small children and families waiting at home.


In the Soviet era, many state-owned enterprises and industries supplied housing, childcare, vacation packages, soup kitchens, and other social benefits to their workers. Work compensation was understood not only in terms of wages, but also essential goods and services that workers received. However, with the dismantling of the socially administered economy and a push to modernize plants by reducing operating costs, many of these workers’ benefits were eliminated. Moreover, as enterprises and industries became privatized, national budgets that depended on state ownership of productive wealth thinned. Nation-wide social programs and services in post-communist years got drastically reduced and underfinanced. Privatization of education and healthcare, and unloading the operation cost of these services on the population ensured that for many they became inaccessible. Studies of poverty in post-communist countries point out that essential medical care became out of reach for many poor who had to make formal and informal payments for it. Moreover, access to those services that remained is often inhibited by complicated and humiliating application procedures. Deteriorating public health services, under-nutrition, lack of heat, poor hygiene, and stress contributed to increased illness, while access to affordable and quality health care was disappearing. “As a result, the poor increasingly

15 Although there were many problems with the timely and efficient provision of these essential material goods, the point is that was common for Soviet workers to count on guaranteed access to them and to other services as compensation for their work. When workers started organizing and calling for more efficiency in the system of distribution in the late 1980s, by no means did they image dismantling of the system of social guarantees as an aspects of their empowerment and economic improvement. See Christensen, Paul T. 1999. *Russia’s Workers in Transition: Labor, Management, and the State under Gorbachev and Yeltsin.* Northern Illinois University Press, 1999, pp. 42-88, 94.
resorted to self-treatment, home remedies, or faith healers, avoiding the formal health care system until illness or injury became life-threatening or chronic.”

Extreme economic dislocation is not peculiar to the era of shock therapy and to the wave of initial economic reforms. As economic liberalization reforms materialized, many studies still point to alarming demographic developments such as high levels of poverty, increased unemployment, high mortality, declining birth rates, the AIDS epidemic, sex trafficking, increased rates of abortion, and unprecedented levels of emigration. Sharp poverty that befell many Russians and Ukrainians is new, and it cuts across various social and professional groups, with the exception of the top political and economic elite, who were able to convert power over resource allocation into ownership of important assets. The impoverished are labeled as the


“new poor” to connote a *newly* created social class that is unaccustomed to such high levels of destitution and reacted to it with outspoken resistance and indignation. Some of the attempts to cope with the crisis encompassed sharp reduction in household consumption, selling furniture, appliances, clothing, jewelry, cars, and personal artifacts of value. In some cases people sold centrally located apartments, bought cheaper housing outside of the city, and lived off the difference. In some cases people borrowed from professional moneylenders and were forced either to surrender apartments they had unwisely offered as collateral or to go into hiding. Moreover, subsistence gardening and farming became important survival strategies, even in the city.

Today, a very large portion of the population in both Russia and Ukraine live in poverty, while more new wealth is generated and concentrated in a few hands. The GDP per capita indicators show slow but steady increases for the two decades after the disintegration. There have also been increases in consumption, industrial production, construction activity, and service industry investment, both domestic and foreign. However, according to World Bank data, poverty in Russia and Ukraine has more than doubled since the onset of disintegration of
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Despite the expectations encouraged by economic growth, the poverty rates in these countries have been dangerously high throughout the past few years. Tremendous economic dislocation, along with coping mechanisms initially thought to be temporary or pathological, had become a normal aspect of everyday life for millions of people. According to government official data and human rights reports, the average poverty rate in Ukraine in 2001 was at 30%, varying by region, while in the Transcarpathian region the poverty rate that year was at 46.6%. This means that on average every fourth Ukrainian does not have enough resources to meet the minimal requirements for her physiological survival. In 2011, every fourth working family in Ukraine lives below the poverty line, and the national poverty rate remained stable at around 30%.

At the same time, the transition to a market economy created a class of “new rich” who now own and have the power to direct and manage industries and enterprises, as well as the labor force entangled in it. Privatization, i.e. distribution of national capital, occurred largely behind closed doors via dubious deals among people who already occupied positions of political and social power.
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26 “Ukraine’s Timoshenko denies government plans to review 29 privatizations”. May 16, 2005
economy, most of the workers who were granted privatization vouchers from the state were misinformed, pressured, and often outright deceived into selling their privatization vouchers to their directors, who became sole owners of enterprises.\textsuperscript{27} Also, many enterprises and energy resources were secretly distributed among the political elites and their family members.

It is difficult to demarcate the boundaries between the economic and political elites in post-communist Russia and Ukraine. Studies about the role of oligarchs in Russia’s democratic consolidation point to an astounding power exerted by financial elites on the political leaders, which suggests they are two different social groups. At the same time, political leaders themselves are often the persons who have direct stakes in finance, energy, and a variety of other industries developing out of previously state-owned ventures.\textsuperscript{28} In post-communist Russia and Ukraine, economic and political elites are either one or the same, or they are closely connected.\textsuperscript{29}

Political leaders and/or their family members control social resources by virtue of their political

\begin{flushleft}


\textsuperscript{29} See a report about the family relationship between Ukraine’s most powerful industrial billionaire Ahmetov and president Kuchma in Gow, David. “Mittal Buys Ukraine’s Steel Mill in Reality TV Auction.” \textit{Guardian Unlimited}, October 25, 2005. Available at: \texttt{http://www.guardian.co.uk/ukraine/story/0,15569,1599972,00.html}
\end{flushleft}
position, but they also control social resources by virtue of becoming a capital owning-class. Of course, not all political leaders are capital owners, and not all capital owners are political leaders, but there is a considerable overlap between the two.

2) Democratic Vision in Lay Economic Demands and Critiques

Lay discourses on democracy comprise responses to the conditions of extreme socio-economic dislocation and disempowerment. Non-elites advance a set of economic demands that they identify with democracy and a set of economic critiques which show in what ways they do not have democracy in their societies. Lay Russians and Ukrainians associate democracy with economic security, social protections and safety nets, public intervention in the economy, social equality, and economic and social rights. These economic demands are about gaining collective control and power over important aspects of their lives, such as job security, work compensation, pensions, and access to essential goods and services, to mention some, and these demands are democratic. Through their economic critiques, lay Russians and Ukrainians point out how disempowered they are, that they lack a meaningful voice and influence over their livelihoods, but are at the mercy of social forces and actors external to them.

As scholars of democracy, we are interested in studying and understanding power because democracy has to do with leveling out the power field between groups and classes in the society. At a very basic level, we know that achieving genuine democracy means eliminating various forms of domination and inequality between groups and classes. For example, if people are economically beholden to another class or a group of people, they are not in the
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position of dignity that allows them to negotiate and bargain equally in the activities that affect their lives. Democracy is about creating possibilities for all persons to influence their lives in a meaningful way and not be a subject to the will and interests of a dominant class or a social group. That is why when we speak about democracy, we generally emphasize such ideals as equality of classes, genders, and races; equality of rights and freedoms; inclusion, acceptance, and respect; empowerment, participation in decision making, and a sense of political efficacy. These democratic ideals can be contrasted with undemocratic ones such as inequality of power, rights, and freedoms among groups; classism, racism, sexism, homophobia, and other forms of exclusion and oppression; dictatorship, tyranny, monopolization of power, a sense of political impotence, and people’s inability to influence the course of events in society and in their individual lives.

In their economic critiques, lay Russians and Ukrainians respond to inequality of power they observe in the economic realm. Privatization of the economy brought about not only inequality of wealth, but also inequality of power and rights with respect to decision making about worker’s compensation, benefits, working hours, and pricing of products of necessity. Capitalism is much more than simply a market economy; it is also a particular arrangement of power in the society. Lay Russians and Ukrainians advance a discourse of economic democracy in response to privilege, exclusive economic citizenship, and exclusivity of economic rights in their societies. They offer a democratic critique of political economy in their societies by pointing out that the labor force, resources, and wealth are controlled and managed privately and for private gain, excluding from consideration the voices and economic interests of the non-elites.
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It is common to hear lay references to “new masters”, i.e. employers, who have the power and a legal right to control, shape, and influence the livelihood of those who work for them. In such discourses we find concerns about the inequality between the wealthy and powerful “top” and the impoverished and powerless “bottom”. In conversational Russian and Ukrainian, the word ‘bottom’ [Rus. Nizu, Ukr. Nuzu] is often synonymous with ‘people’, ‘masses’. The word ‘top’ [Rus. verhushka, Ukr. verhushka] is also often used with a rhyming neologism kormushka. Kormushka translates as a bird house – in application to the social realm it signifies a group at the top of the social ladder (as birdhouses are at the top of the trees) who have access to all the resources (as birdhouses have food in them). Most often, by the “top” lay people mean government officials, the state, or industrialists and the financial circles, or a combination of all of the above.33

Through these critiques, lay Russians and Ukrainians express their understanding of how their societies are structured. They point to inequalities in power that result in inequalities in wealth, because those social groups that have a say in the decision making are looking out for their private interests. “Privatizatsia” (Rus.: privatization) is often bitterly referred to by the rhyming neologism “prikhvatizatsia” which plays on the verb “prikhvativat” (to grab, grip, or clutch).34 One respondent characteristically combines a view of the present social order, power, monopolization of economic resources, and injustice: “They [officials and business elites] pilfered and plundered the whole economy. The common people call privatization prikhvatizatsia. Whoever was nothing became everything. They completely plundered the


government, the whole economy."

Democracy, in contrast, is understood as a form of society that exists for the sake of itself and invests in all of its members, not for the sake of a privileged class or a group of people: “Democracy is for the majority…but we don’t have democracy and never will. Those at the top live by their own rules and those at the bottom live by theirs. Each has its own goal.”

Through their economic demands and critiques, non-elites show they want to share and participate in the economic life of their countries in which their own lives are deeply embroiled. Lay Ukrainians and Russians insist on having social safety nets and protections, economic rights, or a guaranteed access to certain material necessities because they seek to gain some footing in an otherwise unequal social environment where their interests get ignored and their efforts to survive economically get undercut by the interests and priorities of powerful groups. It is an attempt to elevate themselves from the position of hopelessness and powerlessness to a position where in fact they can count on having some voice in their economic well-being. Through economic demands lay Russians and Ukrainians seek to gain a sense of efficacy and control. When a certain level of material well-being is collectively guaranteed through rights and provisions, it helps people previously deprived feel more empowered in their economic fates. Lay emphasis on economic welfare is a call for democratization of the society such that basic needs and interests of people are actually met and not ignored.

Scholars often trivialize economic life, while lay actors emphasize that it constitutes the bulk of their everyday experiences in which they have little voice and power. Surveys, interviews, and ethnographic studies reveal persistence of economic anxieties, fears,

35 Carnaghan, Out of Order, p. 166.

36 Alexander, James, 2000, Political Culture in Post-Communist Russia: Formlessness and Recreation in a Traumatic Transition, p. 131.
disappointments, hopes, and demands among many lay Russians and Ukrainians. Matters of economic life are not trivial as they constitute such a large portion of lay people’s daily experiences and problems. In a representative study by the New Democracies Barometer, in 2004, in response to the question “what kind of problem needs immediate attention?” 76 percent of respondents state low level of salary/pension, 53 percent of respondents – unemployment, 41 percent of respondents - increasing prices for public utilities, 38 percent of respondents - corruption and bribery, and 38 percent of respondents - cost of medical care and bad medical care system. In response to the question “please, evaluate the material condition your family lives in”, 30 percent of subjects state that “money is not enough for our nutrition”. In response to the question “how would you describe the economic situation of your family”, 55 percent say “bad or very bad”. In response to the question to “describe how your family’s economic situation changed during the past 10 years”, 40.4 percent say “definitely worsened”. In response to the question “how much are you satisfied with the social security system (medical care, pensions, employment)” 51.9 percent state “very dissatisfied”. Lay Russians and Ukrainians want to be a part of deciding the stakes, and they want their interests and grievances to be considered. Instead, they are forced into the realities and decisions controlled by private actors – new owners and managers of economic life - who are not accountable to them.


Due to the progressive weakening of the social net protections, elimination of social guarantees inherited from the Soviet past, and lack of labor protections, more people than not find themselves reporting a sense of dislocation, inefficacy, and general disempowerment in post-communist Ukraine and Russia. Lay discourses about economic dislocation that are so common in post-communist Russia and Ukraine are discourses about the reality of disempowerment. They show how many ordinary people confront realities of powerlessness, oppression, lack of rights, and exclusion from social life. Economic rights, such as a right to employment, living wage, social services, and social protections are considered essential in gaining full citizenship in the society. Without them, personhood is seen as reduced to nothing:

The most important rights are opportunities for having a job, to realize oneself, to receive a decent pay for this work, to be able to build a home with this money, to eat well, and to be able to buy all necessary clothes. It is about social protection. Of course, while at it, it would be good to have freedom of conscience, thought, will, and so forth, but if a human being is hungry, if he is socially unprotected, if he has no profession, no work, no money, then all the other rights are simply a zero and a letter on a paper that means nothing.

Qualitative studies of the poor show that respondents report depression, even suicidal feelings, resulting from “loss of employment and social position; loss of confidence and self-respect; loss of opportunities to participate in social, cultural, and intellectual life; and, most profoundly, a lost sense of stability and predictability that had previously allowed them to plan their future.” Economic dispossession is closely connected to disempowerment – a very real
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41 Diligenskii, “Rossiskii gorozhanin”, pp. 84-5.

42 “From Soviet Expectations to Post-Soviet Realities: Poverty During the Transition,” Dudwick, Nora, Elizabeth Gomart, Alexandre Marc, and Kathleen Kuehnast, ed. 2003. When Things Fall Apart: Qualitative Studies of
loss of control and influence over one’s life. In 2006, one worker at a Kherson engineering plant, where ownership changed frequently and wage arrears continued, could not tolerate oppressive working conditions and hung himself in the middle of the factory.43

Bemoaning loss of employment security and loss of decent and stable incomes is not simply a sign of economic misfortunes that befell certain members of the community. Rather, the reactions and self-understandings of the new poor show us that the problem of economic dislocation cuts through the democratic questions of human worth, social exclusion, disempowerment, and oppression. Furthermore, disempowerment has grave psychological consequences: “Poor men and women expressed feelings of shame and guilt for failing to fulfill ritual and social obligations, and of depression at their exclusion from social and ceremonial life.”44 Even advocates of economic liberalization in post-communist countries acknowledge the disturbing consequences of economic reforms: “reforms have had very strong distributional effects, greatly increasing open inequality in incomes and consumption together with unemployment and the disruption of social status and meaning”.45

Lay Russians and Ukrainians bemoan the economic displacement that they experience. They are telling us that it is a form of social exclusion of a whole segment of population from meaningful control of their economic fate. As a former participant in workers’ strikes in the early years of transition states:


The situation hasn’t improved. There is still no democracy. Individual freedom without economic well-being is a deception. And since [Ukrainian] independence, our economic situation has continued to deteriorate in connection with the breakdown of economic relations… If we didn’t live too well before, now it’s much worse… Everything is now directed toward speculation. Especially since the collapse of the Union, the government’s goal has been to foster a new bourgeois stratum that would serve as its social base. In agriculture, workers make 6000-9000 coupons a month. A kilo of meat costs 10 000. So the more you work, the poorer you get. And it’s all the more demoralizing when you see the new bourgeois raking in millions through speculation.

We may only imagine what it is like to have worked for a month and your month worth of pay is not enough to buy a kilo of meat at a grocery store. This is not just about millions of families experiencing hunger and malnutrition. It is also about having to cope with a psychologically traumatizing realization that one is insignificant and unworthy as a human being and as a member of that society, without economic rights, without a voice, and without consideration.

In their economic critiques, lay actors stress that they are cornered into the mode of survival where every day is defined by long hours of necessary and mundane work not conducive to their development, growth, and happiness, and where their relationships with family and fellow community members are severed. They reject reducing their life to mechanical motions, and instead, they long for a free life beyond satisfying basic bodily functions:

In principle, we are not free. We go to work from bell to bell. We spend the whole day at work. We see our kids when we come home tired, sometimes not at all. It’s necessary to prepare something to eat. It’s necessary all the same to think how we can get out of this situation, how to buy something when there is not enough money to live on. We also have to think how to clean after we’ve had to economize on soap and detergent. That is, it turns out we have practically no freedom. In what other ways can they take away our freedom?
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46 The term used to describe business activity, before ‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘business’ replaced the term ‘speculation’ in the late 1990s.

47 Mandel, Rabotyagi, pp. 264-6. Note that this respondent references the very first years of Ukraine’s independence, marked by hyper-inflation and price liberalization.

Lay people resist having many of their life activities constrained by their purchasing power, which strips them of the sense of choice, freedom, and self-sufficiency. They point out that they have no control about whether their families will be able to survive through the next day, month, or year, whether they will be able to afford clothes for their children, proper diet, education, or medical assistance. They dream about emotional and psychological freedom from anxiety and uncertainty about their economic future. While longing for material security, they dream about life not consumed by material concerns:

To breathe freely… to breathe, in that sense that one should be able to enter any store… to buy some kind of food or clothing and not have to choose that which is cheaper instead of that which you like. I think that a person who has finished their work in good faith, should be able to come home with a clear conscience and be able to peacefully relax. And, not have to think about what is waiting for you the next day.  

Thus, when lay actors in Ukraine and Russia identify economic welfare as an important aspect of democracy, they are bringing our attention to ways in which economic dislocation represents their disempowerment and lack of control over their lives. It is not a democracy when so many persons live their daily lives confined to a voiceless struggle for physical survival, when their life choices are severely constrained, and when they feel their worth as human beings is not recognized as they have no rights, protections, or say in the economy.

Proponents of economic liberalization and privatization of productive resources believe the root of the problem of extreme social dislocation is in the inadequately implemented reforms. They believed that post-communist dislocation is temporary and once the shock of initial economic reforms is overcome, the economy stabilizes, political institutions begin to function.
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49 Alexander, James, 2000, Political Culture in Post-Communist Russia: Formlessness and Recreation in a Traumatic Transition, p. 97.
properly for sustaining market relations, and inequity would lessen.\textsuperscript{50} Some even suggest that economic impoverishment is a result of lack of individual responsibility and initiative on the part of lay actors who have economic grievances. Such scholars suggest that non-elites who are dispossessed may have to learn to take risks and work harder in order to succeed economically.\textsuperscript{51}

In contrast, lay Russians and Ukrainians show us that the root of the problem of economic disparities and impoverishment is in the undemocratically organized economy, where economies are managed privately for selfish gain, without consideration or concern for the non-elites. Millions of people who are impoverished, struggling, and without meaningful access to basic goods and services are in such a position because they do not have a say and their bread and butter interests are not represented in the economic decision making. They are excluded from social citizenship and they are at the mercy of the new ‘owners’ of their lives.

Many scholars consider judicial equality an important component of democracy. However, they do not extend this equality to the economic realm which is insulated from

\begin{footnotesize}

\end{footnotesize}
democratic analysis in their frameworks. As a result, lay Russian and Ukrainian emphasis on equality of power in the economic life is misunderstood and dismissed as having little to do with democracy.\textsuperscript{52} Of course, we can see that lay views of democracy are superior to scholarly views, because lay actors do not arbitrarily presume that economic life must be protected from democratic influence and oversight. Lay actors advocate more democracy, while scholars insist on limiting and curtailing democracy, overlooking a variety of ways in which non-elites are disempowered and excluded from participating and sharing in rights, decisions, freedoms, and prosperity in their societies.

Interpreting lay beliefs as a response to the post-communist social context can also help explain the democratic ambivalence that so many public opinion scholars have reported but have been unsuccessful in understanding and explaining.\textsuperscript{53} I suggest that simultaneous bitterness and disappointment with “democracy”, as well as democratic movements, calls for democratic reforms, and enthusiasm about what democracy can bring do not represent lay confusion about democracy or their undemocratic proclivities. Rather, ambivalence is a response to undemocratic and oppressive political and economic conditions in Russia and Ukraine.

There are many studies that point to wide-spread disillusionment with the new democracy in post-communist countries. For example, in 2009, the Pew Global Attitudes Project reports


that in Ukraine 30 percent of people approve of the change to democracy [defined as multiparty politics] (compared to 72 percent in 1991) and in Russia – 53 percent (compared to 61 percent in 1991). In 2005, a survey was conducted to evaluate citizen satisfaction with democracy and the overall political and socio-economic situation in Ukraine. According to the survey results, a little more than 80 percent of Ukrainians were dissatisfied with the economic and political situation in the country, and close to 60 percent believed they cannot influence government decision making.

Lay skepticism about “democracy” and attempts to dismiss it as either irrelevant or devious constitutes a critique of political economy, and democratic critique at that. In their skepticism about the new democracy, lay actors refer to a social arrangement in which they feel powerless and cornered. Respondents see the new democracy as “whatever was good for people in power, which meant that government officials were free to escape responsibility for their actions and enterprise managers could lavish high salaries on themselves while workers barely earned enough to feed their families.” According to Yavlinsky, in post-Soviet societies “democratic reforms have become associated in too many minds with robbing the people and imposing hardship on the many for the benefit of the few.” Here is an excerpt from an interview where a respondent expresses a common attitude of deep disillusionment with post-communist changes and a sense of economic disempowerment:

54 “The End of Communism is Cheered, but Now with More Reservations: The Pulse of Europe 2009, Twenty Years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall.” According to this report, in 2009 85 percent of East Germans approve of change to democracy, i.e. ‘multiparty politics’, as well as 80 percent of Czechs, 71 percent of Slovaks, 70 percent of Poles, 56 percent of Hungarians, 55 percent of Lithuanians, and 52 percent of Bulgarians approve.

55 “Public Opinion in Ukraine: November 2005,” pp. 9, 12-3, and for comparison, see Buerkle, Karen et el, “Public Opinion in Ukraine After the Orange Revolution, April 2005.”

56 Carnaghan, Out of Order, p. 171.

Oy, I don’t know what democracy is, but I understand that we got what we wanted. We want to read books, watch movies, go abroad. We got all that. It is possible to say more now on the television, in newspapers, and on the radio. You can say everything. Only there’s no work, no money, and soon there won’t be anything. Therefore, the word democracy – that’s when everything is possible, but in the end it turns out you can’t do anything. ⁵⁸

Taking into account the realities of post-Soviet widespread socio-economic dislocation, it is not a surprise that many lay people want to conclude that post-Soviet citizens hardly have any power, rights and freedoms. ⁵⁹ If we look at the balance of power and ability to control social resources and wealth, many ordinary people indeed have no democratic rights and no say in this decision making.

But it is precisely this social arrangement that is labeled as “democracy” according to the new cultural and ideological trends. Lay actors wonder, what is the use of freedom of speech and voting *alone*, when power over economic decisions and resources is not distributed equally? It is not so much the rejection of freedom of speech and voting per se, but of “democracy” when so limited, incomplete, and nearly meaningless in the context of problems that lay actors struggle with. That is why interview scholars report so many lay people’s bitter remarks and much disgust with the duplicity of officials and those in power, who use “democracy” as a cover-up and who orate about people’s rights to create an appearance of legitimacy. ⁶⁰ Lay people’s critique of post-communist political economy is a demand for more democracy; it is an attempt to introduce democratic ethos into the economic matters. But since the vocabulary of the officially endorsed democracy provides no language to articulate such demands and critique, it appears as though lay actors are displaying undemocratic sentiments because they are preoccupied with ‘economic’ concerns. Lay Russians and Ukrainians do not mistakenly reject democracy; rather, they teach
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⁵⁸ Carnaghan, *Out of Order*, p. 171, emphasis added.

⁵⁹ See Diligenskii, “Rossiskii gorozhanin”, p. 83

scholarship on democracy about the importance of overcoming the minimalist bias in conceptualizing democracy and about the importance of applying a democratic ethos to the economic life.

3) Labor Movements and Workplace Democracy

Ideas about workplace democracy gained currency under Gorbachev during the perestroika years in response to excesses of state, bureaucratic, and managerial control over working collectives, and later in response to privatization and capital owners’ control. To many participants in the Ukrainian and Russian labor movements of 1989-1998 and those who were specifically introduced to the discourse of industrial democracy, democracy has to do with a democratic balance of power between the state, workers, supervisors, managers, and owners of means of production. In these formulations, democracy means respect for human dignity in the workplace, freedom of speech in the workplace, workers’ ability to elect managers, and workers’ participation in the decision-making about production policies, wage rates, benefits packages, pensions, and work shifts. Democracy encompasses workers’ ability to press their concerns to their supervisors and freedom of speech “within the confines of labor responsibilities”, “standing up for one’s point of view…including in the factory meetings.” Here, ability to have a say in matters of economic life, namely in the realm of work, is seen as democratic:

In the Soviet times we were taught to listen and accept the views of those above us – managers, party leaders, [enterprise] directors. It was part of the social norm to respect and listen to and internalize
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the decisions and opinions of those above us. This is what prevents democracy from happening...democratization cannot be about silencing voices and idealizing leaders’ decisions and realization of leaders’ interests and priorities.63

For example, studies of 1989 strikes in Russia show that workers’ frustration with low wages, low pensions, inadequate health and social insurance, food shortages, and concerns with deteriorating local infrastructures such as poor public transportation systems, decaying streets, and public housing disrepair found their way into arguments for greater self-management. They called for implementation of Gorbachev’s policy of enterprise democratization which they believed would give them greater autonomy from dysfunctional and out of touch state bureaucrats to manage their productive activities and communities (as I already mentioned, many Soviet enterprises were responsible for maintaining community services, workers’ housing, and etc.).64

Similarly, workers’ deep concerns with their deteriorating living standards following unprecedented economic crises in the 1990s found their way into arguments that accompanied the 1991 strikes in Russia and Ukraine which questioned the economic and political elite’s aptitude to make to make sound economic decisions. The strikes again called for granting the enterprises rights to self-management, but this time they came to be viewed as best guaranteed by Gorbachev’s resignation, dismantling of the Soviet Union, and regional economic autonomy from the national center.65 Finally, in the 1998 miners’ strikes and parallel strikes in other industries in Russia and Ukraine, the demands again encompassed economic issues such as

63 Diligenskii, “Rossiskii gorozhanin,” p. 74, emphasis added.
unpaid wages, inflation, low pensions, and workers’ deteriorating living standards. These concerns made their way into arguments for resignation of the presidents, votes of no confidence in legislative bodies, and in general arguments denouncing post-Soviet political and economic reform programs.  

Democracy involves equitable distribution of power and rights between groups and classes and equality in the decision making is one of the ways to realize this ideal. However, in organizations that are structured undemocratically, leaders and owners have legal (albeit exclusive) rights to decide and control their worker’s livelihoods, be that in terms of their wages, working hours, benefits, or leaves. Such unequal and undemocratic rights are obtained by virtue of their structural position in society – they are owners of resources and they get a legal privilege in decision making concerning their workers’ lives and the disposal of wealth created in the process of work. Privatization of capital and economic institutions creates a social arrangement where one class or group of people is beholden to another, their interests, and priorities.

Lay Russian and Ukrainian discourses on workplace democracy bring our attention to the importance of democratizing such social institutions and relations by giving more power and voice to workers over their economic fate, daily routines, and life initiatives. From this standpoint, democracy entails a struggle to transform hierarchical social structures and social power associated with it. As expressed in the following statement, workplace democracy

---


involves giving workers greater power over their lives, rather than enslaving them to the will and interests of their employers and supervisors:

He ran things with terror…the director was like a tsar…Sometimes it ran to moral humiliation…When my mother died, the director refused to sign my application for a leave without pay, which I needed in order to attend her funeral…There were many cases like that. When, in 1989, the situation became heated [referring to strikes], there was an outburst of emotion in our collective. After that it was next to impossible to turn back to absolute obedience. People wanted to live as human beings, they wanted democracy, they wanted to settle their problems themselves; they did not want anyone to interfere...People have just begun to regard themselves as human beings. In the past they were like slaves, but now they have started to respect themselves.69

Similar views are highlighted in a study of transformations at one mine in Russia’s Southern Kuzbass which began in 1988, where an ethnographer examined a women’s collective, the lampovaya, which became the first collective in the mine to remove its line manager through democratic vote. Reflecting on the event, a miner proudly remarks: “Democracy came first to the lampovaya.”70 Electing their own managers was not the only aspect of democratic practices at the mine – through collective action women miners have been able to succeed in a campaign for a change in their shifts – grafik - to reflect their interests and priorities. Changes in managers and grafik gave women workers an opportunity to combine their home and work lives more conveniently and to exert some influence on their daily routines.71

The economic realm comprises social relations, institutions, forces, and actors that directly affect people’s lives. It is the realm where the majority of people spend their time through work.72 The type, availability, compensation, and duration of work directly affect people’s financial livelihoods and their daily routines in and outside of work. It is also the realm where all economic wealth is produced. By directing our attention to post-communist political
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economy, lay Russians and Ukrainians teach us how to recognize its undemocratic features and what has to be done in order to achieve democracy in their societies. They point to their lack of voice, autonomy, power, and rights in controlling economic institutions and forces. From their democratic ideas and critiques we learn that any meaningful democratic project must necessarily include democratization of economics.

In October 2009, a big solidarity march took place in response to on-going wage arrears and poor working conditions at a Kherson engineering plant owned by Alexander Oleinik, who is also a leader of the Ukraine’s Party of Regions. Over one thousand turned out, with many local youth, residents and trade union members from other cities joining in. At the front of the march were the leaders of the workers’ council, left activists, and students from Simferopol University. Reacting to their disempowerment and exploitation, workers carried placards such as, “Make the oligarchs pay for the crisis”, “Give the workers wages and control of the factory”, “We no longer expect miracles, we’ll take over the factory ourselves”, “Today Kherson, tomorrow the whole Ukraine”. In reply to those politicians from the Communist Party who offer little real support to Ukraine’s workers, the main slogan of the march was “Don’t settle for crumbs, carry on with the strike”. Such slogans carry a democratic message that is urgent in the context of real power inequality and dispossession.

The discourse on workplace democracy is not exclusive to lay actors and the question of democratizing industrial life is explored in academic democratic theory. However, applying democratic values to the economic realm is largely avoided in the bulk of contemporary

democratic studies. Lay discourses on workplace democracy help to reevaluate scholarly dodging of democracy in economics. Given the undemocratic relations of power, unequal economic rights, and lack of real labor protections in post-communist Russia and Ukraine, it is astounding that so many scholars disregard or overlook the democratic demands of lay actors that they study. Lay Russians and Ukrainians teach us that democracy, among other things, should entail reducing inequality of power between social classes. Such inequality allows the privileged groups to control nothing less than their workers’ lives, as well as to control social resources and wealth. Lay Russians and Ukrainians call for a democratic intervention in the economy and in their working life over which they have little control.

Lay arguments about economic democracy have a lot of muscle, and much contemporary relevance and urgency. Democratic theory stands to gain much by re-introducing these concepts into contemporary scholarly conversations. Let these insights be voiced not only by prominent democratic theorists but also by millions of people whose lives are enmeshed in and often defined by ideas that we scholars may be taking with such ease as simply something we write about. Let these insights be voiced by those who should themselves be the locus of democratic power. By engaging with lay voices from Russia and Ukraine, democratic theorists can see that important pieces of the democratic puzzle have been left out. It should strike us that we lost sight of some priorities that should be crucial for anyone interested in democracy and democratization.

c) Critiquing Some Aspects of Lay Thinking about Democracy: Beliefs in a Problematic Social Context

While democratic scholars have much to learn from Ukrainian and Russian non-elites about the place of economic concerns in a democracy, not everything in lay perspectives
connects well to the impetus of democratization. Any theory or body of knowledge has certain flaws and errors, and lay thinking about democracy in Ukraine and Russia is not an exception. I argue that apathy, political alienation, and retreating economic demands are not conducive to democratic empowerment of non-elites and democratic theorists should be critical of such views. I also argue that when lay actors locate the locus of social power to which they feel beholden exclusively at the level of the state, it provides an incomplete representation of social reality and thwarts their democratic aspirations. I do not examine lay beliefs in a vacuum, but as before, in the context of power relations and larger social and economic processes that surround them. But while these lay views are debilitating from a democratic perspective, they are understandable, given the highly repressive and unresponsive social conditions and institutions that define Russia and Ukraine.

There are several, albeit contending, explanations for why lay thinking and attitudes toward politics in Russia and Ukraine appear to be problematic. Many argue that quiescence, apathy, acceptance of paternalism, and political alienation are inherent civilizational and cultural characteristics of non-elites in Russia and Ukraine. Others assert that such a public mentality is a product of the oppressive political system that existed during the seventy years of Soviet rule. Moreover, decades of experience under the Soviet authoritarian system precluded the masses from forming coherent, stable, and meaningful opinions on political issues, not to mention

---


developing a sense of democratic politics. In other words, the scholarly consensus in such studies is that the masses in Russia and Ukraine are politically inept, inherently undemocratic, and culturally backwards. In contrast, I suggest that it is implausible to blame Orthodox cultural characteristics or the Soviet political system for lack of political consciousness among the masses. Contrary to these mainstream contentions, I argue that a contextual reading of lay beliefs helps us see that their views are a response to the deeply undemocratic environment in which lay actors live, be that Soviet communism or post-Soviet liberalism. I argue that long term political oppression combined with extreme socio economic dislocation and a rollback of democratic movements in Russia and Ukraine in the late 1980s and 1990s contribute to lay actors’ curbed democratic enthusiasm and self-defeating beliefs.

We should not overlook the effects of power, inequality, oppression, lack of information, and dispossession on lay political views. Scholars are wrong to assume that the free market era is marked by openness, plenty of opportunities for political participation, pluralism, and freedom. Scholars are also wrong to assume that lack of interest in political participation, counter-intuitive preferences, and poorly developed political consciousness is the fault of lay actors themselves. I explore and highlight the oppressive conditions of the social environment in Russia and Ukraine to show that such assumptions are unfounded. Rather than seeking to justify a moderated

---

exclusion of ordinary people from the political process for holding ‘problematic’ views, democratic theorists should instead emphasize changing oppressive and undemocratic social structures that give rise to such beliefs.

There is a certain degree of ambivalence in Russia and Ukraine, where democratic resistance gets replaced with apathy, retraction of democratic demands, succumbing to power, and authoritarian reversals. In the critical literature, scholars explain such patterns in the political thinking of disenfranchised groups as a result of oppressive and closed social conditions. For example, Pateman stresses that apathy and a low sense of efficacy are expected responses to the environment in which non-elites experience disempowerment. Lay actors withdraw themselves politically because they realize that they have no real voice and influence in the decision making that affects their lives. Apathy and political withdrawal are responses to undemocratic features of the social world in which lay actors live. Lay Russians and Ukrainians take what many scholars insist on calling democracy, such as the emergence of a multi-party system, parliamentary politics, voting, free media, and a right to free expression, with a dose of cynicism. Lay actors criticize these institutions for not helping them to solve the very real problems in their lives that have to do with economic unfreedom, social dislocation, and impoverishment. Non-elites withdraw themselves and settle for being politically alienated because they are interpreting their world correctly.

Pateman stresses that political consciousness grows and develops in conditions of political participation. Involvement in the political process and in decision making serves as a learning environment, whereby political actors learn to identify, formulate, and defend their political

---

interests, preferences, demand and agendas. When conditions for political participation and influence are limited, opportunities for learning get foreclosed. As a result, aspects of non-elite political thinking may be easily retractable, self-defeating, ambivalent, or too modest. Lack of meaningful political participation, which curtails political learning, creates an environment of ignorance and insecurity. This is why research on groups in unequal and non-participatory political contexts shows that such groups may lack a coherent set of demands or lack an ambitious set of political interests and preferences. Moreover, when relations of power relax and social institutions open up to non-elite influence (such as in times of social movements and democratic transformations), the non-elite’s initial demands and interests may be vague, partial, ambiguous, volatile, easily retractable, poorly articulated, or susceptible to manipulation by the dominant groups.

Thus, ambiguities and self-defeatism in lay political thinking must be explained and evaluated in the context of continuous political repression. I argue that the apparent quiescence of labor in Russia and Ukraine in the face of disempowerment is a response to long-term political oppression, exclusion, and continual defeats of their attempt to mobilize and affect change.

---


1) Apathy, Political Withdrawal, and Alienation as a Response to Undemocratic Economic Environments

While placing expectations on equity in the distribution of resources and on democratic intervention in economic matters, many lay actors simultaneously suggest that it may be better to succumb to the reality of life and give up on these ideals altogether. Non-elites in Russia and Ukraine offer a discourse that it is fruitless to expect much economic protection and fairness in the existing political order. This discourse espouses democratic hopelessness and a view that at the end of the day, realistically speaking, people are left to their own devices when it comes to their economic survival. Counting on the state to guarantee a democratic distribution of resources, wealth, and services in the society is seen as too wishful thinking. Thus, some people give up expectations of collective control and intervention in the economy, and instead adopt an individualistic approach to economic life “imposed on the majority by life”. They come to believe that they have no one to rely on other than themselves, family, friends, and luck in their struggle for survival. Some now begin to view economic welfare as a matter of individual responsibility rather than collective control. Widespread poverty is becoming a more socially accepted phenomenon even to the poor families themselves, and some even begin to blame it on individual failure rather than on dysfunctional and unfair economic system.

---
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Individuation of economic life is closely connected to political apathy and withdrawal. Such sentiments are reported in several studies that show how lay Russians and Ukrainians find political institutions irrelevant to helping them solve the real problems in their lives. In the words of one respondent, the Russian government “is nothing but a giant mafia up there. We must simply try to live on our own down here and get by without politics.” They adopt a stance of political withdrawal and alienation, because politics is now seen as a distant and remote activity that has little connection to their everyday bread and butter concerns. Carnaghan points out: “Many of my respondents…suffered from passivity in the face of power. As a group, they were highly skeptical about the possibilities of positive change [in their lives].” Political apathy is expressed not only in general skepticism towards political institutions but also towards political participation. Many people discard the possibility and effectiveness of organizing, mobilizing, protesting, or pressuring the government in one way or another:

I am disappointed, disappointed, not satisfied with anything. I know that abroad, of course, many people join these types of [civic] organizations. But I think they have different problems. When, in general, there is only one problem here now, and that’s to survive, to survive so that you don’t feel humiliated. When you go to some store and see expensive products and food, and you can’t afford it yourself. I don’t know. I never experienced that until now…

The direction and dynamics of the transition seem inevitable and insurmountable for many lay Russians and Ukrainians. Their political withdrawal is connected to fatalism: “protesting against the inevitable simply makes no sense…to the extent that change is expected by electing a new

---
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government, it is only tactical emendation of the transitional program. The continuation of the real misery is expected regardless of who wins.”\textsuperscript{91} But this fatalism is not some inherent cultural feature of people in the region. Rather, this fatalism is an expression of coping with the social system that is uncontrollable and insurmountable, and the only way to carve a meaningful place in this oppressive and overwhelming social universe is to accept powerlessness.

Of course, such lay views manifest a debilitating stance from a democratic perspective and they do not represent a democratic program. Yet, we need to understand that they are not free choices but impositions; they are dictated by undemocratic circumstances that compel disenfranchised groups to adapt and cope by adopting undemocratic and defeatist attitudes. Survival in unresponsive and disempowering social systems entails a process of blocking or muting the oppressiveness of the situation in order to regain some sense of balance in one’s life. Accepting what seems to be unfair, rather than fighting it, is one of the coping mechanisms that allow members in disempowering and unequal environments to maintain sanity.\textsuperscript{92}

But most importantly, political alienation and cynicism are plausible interpretations of power relations in Russia and Ukraine. They are interpretations of social conditions in which lay actors have no citizenship rights, real power, or meaningful voice. The structure of the new economy in Russia and Ukraine is such that it escapes the control and influence of ordinary people. While the economic realm with its institutions, resources, and forces constitutes such an important part of their life, they have no control over it, but rather are controlled by it. Their economic fate is influenced, managed, and defined by the will of others. They experience real


economic dispossession - unemployment, inadequate wages and pensions, and cutbacks and cancellation of social programs and services – none of which they can stop. Those social institutions over which lay actors do have control via elections, such as parliament and the office of presidency, fail to address the economic concerns of non-elites because the officials themselves represent the new economic elite, and also because the logic of the market economy precludes public control. Lay Russians and Ukrainians are correct to respond with apathy and political alienation to a degree that these attitudes present an accurate description of their social environment, which is closed to popular influence, unresponsive, and unequal.

And yet, I suggest, this mode of thinking, although understandable, is not beneficial to them or empowering in the long run. Rather, it is debilitating because it requires settling for less, settling for an inferior, vulnerable, and powerless position in the society. It requires accepting the injustices, inequality, and wretchedness of the present situation. Ironically, in this disempowering environment the most vulnerable groups now begin to attribute their economic misfortunes to their personal failure rather than to the failure of the social system to provide opportunities for everyone to prosper. Democratic theorists, by way of participating in this conversation, cannot settle for fatalism and withdrawal as a feature of democratic politics. Neither can democratic theory accept personal failure as an explanation of wide-spread economic dislocation. There are lay discourses that rightfully implicate undemocratic relations of power in such economic outcomes and it is this kind of lay discourse that scholars of democracy should promote and develop, not the attitudes of self-blame and self-deprecation. Moreover, democratic theory should not be an advocacy of retreat, but advocacy of a need to overcome fatalism. Lay

actors must continue demanding a more democratic distribution of resources, build up political militancy, stick to their expectations, and mount pressure on political leaders and economic elites in Russia and Ukraine.

There is also a lesson here for democratic theory about how power and inequality can be maintained. In addition to force and coercion that prevent a meaningful opposition to the status quo, pushing masses into the survival mode and taking away means for change creates a sense that establishment is simply insurmountable, impervious to change, and thus should be accepted. Quiescence does not prove consent to the direction of the post-communist transition and inequality as some observers suggest, but rather show how subtle the operation of power can be. In social environments characterized by inequality between groups based on class, gender, race, or ethnicity, the political thinking of the disenfranchised groups is illuminating and has important democratic insights, but it may also reflect the interests and preferences of dominant groups, as well as the realities of long-term political exclusion and taming. It is in this sense that beliefs of disenfranchised groups can both challenge and sustain oppressive social structures.

---


is important to separate the empowering discourses of lay actors from the self-defeating and undemocratic ones.

For example, from the preceding discussion we can learn how authoritarian relationships can be maintained and reproduced through beliefs of both subjects and masters, specifically, their adherence to and buying into the economic paternalism and exclusive citizenship that define market relations. At the same time, in these conditions of subordination and deep inequality lay actors still manage to carve out a space for challenging the institutions of inequality, projecting their rights and affirming their human dignity and value, as I have shown in the first part of the chapter.\textsuperscript{96} This insight can help those interested in democracy and democratization to appreciate education, transparency, and dissemination of information about politics as important tools in social transformation. Democratization does not only entail transformation of society, but a transformation of people’s beliefs as well. Democratic theory should have lay actors as their primary audience and interlocutor, and it should be a body of knowledge and ideas that can serve to empower the disenfranchised groups.

2) Quiescence and Defeatism of Organized Labor as a Response to Political Repression

We can find quiescence and curbed radicalism even among those segments of population that are relatively more mobilized and organized, such as workers who carried out labor strikes and movements from the late 1980s into the 1990s in Russia and Ukraine. Studies of labor movements in Russia and Ukraine in late 20\textsuperscript{th} century point out militant outbursts that coexist with workers’ authoritarian attitudes and obedient acceptance of oppressive management and

owners, and their radicalism tends to be short-lived.\textsuperscript{97} Despite instances of labor mobilization in Ukraine and Russia during the perestroika era and in the early years of post-communist transformation, labor is relatively marginalized in these societies.\textsuperscript{98} But it is important to understand that this marginalization is a product of the political environment in those societies. The disenfranchised position of labor helps in part to explain their often volatile democratic aspirations, retraction of political militancy, and relative quiescence.

As many scholars of labor movements in these societies stress, historically labor has been put in a subservient role to both the elite political and economic class, and there has been continuous repression, defeat, and rollback of labor movements. This is true about the fate of the mining workers mobilization in early 20\textsuperscript{th} century in Russia and Ukraine, when attempts to democratize work conditions were always met with hostility, arrests, and repression by the local authorities who were in co-hoots with industrial owners.\textsuperscript{99} Repression is part of the labor story


in the Soviet era, exemplified by the Novocherkassk massacre in 1962, when workers who launched a strike were met with tanks, arrests, and imprisonment by the Soviet regime. And the fate of continual defeat, repression, and rollback continues to haunt workers’ movements in the late 1980s and the 1990s. It is in these conditions that post-communist labor attempted to assert itself, but their eventual withdrawal and quiescence was a reaction to political repression and defeat.

Gorbachev’s 1987 law on state enterprises planted the seeds for workplace democracy in Soviet enterprises and briefly created prospects for workers’ empowerment. However, subsequent political and economic transformation in the wake of the dissolution of the USSR led to stripping worker’s councils of many of their rights. Moreover, the new labor code in 1998 and 2001 weakened the rights of unions in general. For instance, El’tsin considered banning the Federation of Independent Trade Unions of Russia (FNPR) which broke away from the communist party but also emerged as a critic of El’tsin’s government. FNPR lobbied for wage increases and provisions for ‘insider privatisation’ through buy-outs by managers and workers. But fear of outright political repression tempered FNPR and over the years it avoided an explicitly political role; the organization “has eschewed radicalism”.


Post-communist economies are defined by ballooning of the service industry, such as banking, marketing, retail, petty trade, and sweatshops where often fewer than fifty people are employed. Pursuing labor mobilization or unionization in such enterprises is a difficult task as union laws are unfriendly and the few provisions that do exist are poorly protected, work stability is low, and employers are very hostile. Workers who seek organizing independently are under attack both from employers and authorities; they can be fired (which is illegal), or in extreme cases incarcerated at mental institutions to deter others from doing the same.

Scholars of labor in Russia and Ukraine regrettably report that workers seem to internalize passive and slave-like mentality and accept the status quo. However, it is important to understand such beliefs in the larger context of political repression. Quiescence is not inherent to members of the disenfranchised groups, and it is incorrect to ascribe passivity to their individual preferences and some natural lack of political motivation. There is a lesson for democratic theory that the source of political apathy and withdrawal lay in the undemocratic social structures within which lay people try to act, not in lay people’s inherent dispositions.

3) Critiquing Ambiguities in Lay Conceptions of Power


Lay discourses about power in Russia and Ukraine are not always consistent, and I established at least three pronounced conceptions of power that simultaneously permeate lay political thinking. In the first conception, lay actors collapse together government officials, financial elites, owners of major social resources, enterprise directors, and bankers as representing a power block. In the second conception, they differentiate between economic and political elites, claiming that politicians are really pawns in the hands of the new owning class and that both elite conglomerates have different functions and powers in these newly transformed societies. And in the last conception, lay actors perceive power to reside exclusively at the government level and they consider politicians and policymakers the true masters of society. In this last discourse, the state is seen as “an instrument for managing and ruling the people, often against the people” and government is seen as social group that manages social resources to the detriment of ordinary people.

Given that post-communist social transformations clearly produced two classes of elites and power holders – government and the ownership class - it is this last view of power that is problematic. It is incorrect to claim that the locus of power over people’s lives in post-communist Russia and Ukraine resides only at the level of government. Such lay interpretations mystify the emergence of the whole class of people who now legally (but without transparency or accountability) possess tremendous power in managing economic resources, social wealth,
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and the labor force. And while in both Russia and Ukraine it is quite common for political elites to also be members of the ownership class and own plants, factories, supermarket chains, and etc., not all capital owners are politicians. It is easy to mix up and focus on state and political tyranny with respect to ordinary people’s lives. However, lay critiques that clearly demarcate the economic realm from politics and focus on usurpation of power and rights in the economic realm as well are more powerful and more conducive to democratization in those societies.

In the example of 1998 miners’ strikes in Russia’s Kuzbass region, many of the interviewed miners had a lot of familiarity with the financial machinations in the administration of the mines, among the local officials, and middle man firms. These local elites and agencies were referred to as thieves stealing people’s money through wage arrears, hiding profits, and sharply unequal distribution of the produced wealth. However, dissatisfaction expressed by the miners’ movement was directed not against the enterprise and local centers of power, but against the federal state, especially the president.111

Similarly, a focus-group-based study of (de)legitimization discourses in transitional states reports that Ukraine’s respondents delegitimized the transition by blaming the state for country-wide and personal socio-economic failures.112 In summarizing lay Russian discourses of disillusionment about the course of the transition, Howard reports that politicians are seen as the target for blame as they are seen to have “stolen” much of Russia’s property and wealth, and even its dignity.”113 But it is precisely such lay conceptions of power that lose their critical
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democratic edge, as they overlook the importance of holding the economic elites accountable to the rest of the society as well. They miss the point that as a result of socio-economic transformation and transition to market economy, power now also resides at a class level. Therefore, it is important to mount grievances not only against their government, but also against major financial and economic elites in their societies. It is important to question their privilege and their vision in the economic decision making over wages, benefits packages, prices, production policies, working hours, taxes, and etc.

Scholars of labor movements point out that while workers struggle to establish channels for their empowerment and increase their collective voice, their ideological orientations may have been inconsistent and at times self-defeating. For instance, along with the rhetoric of workplace democracy and worker empowerment, they may have stayed away from explicitly socialist rhetoric. The language of class has been and is looked at with suspicion as something from the failed past. Crowley points out: “the ironic tragedy for workers in post-communist societies is that just when class antagonisms have, in all likelihood, grown more pronounced than any they have experienced, the explicit use of class-based ideologies has become taboo.”

However, bringing class and socialist vocabulary into democratic thinking helps to reveal very disturbing and undemocratic tendencies in those societies. It is precisely the “socialist” focus on the economic realm and analysis of power, rights, freedom, and citizenship in the economic realm that helps to identify sources of economic dislocation, misery, and oppression. Lay discourses that I presented in the first paper show why class and socialist vocabulary must be reaffirmed, not expelled from democratic theory. Lay views of democracy that are grounded in economic demands and critiques show that a meaningful democratic project must include

democratization of economic life. Such democratization would encompass granting non-elites economic rights, guaranteeing access to social programs and services, a guaranteed living wage, adequate compensation and benefits, and etc. Of course, such changes and policies would upset the unequal balance of power between the classes in the economy and would curtail monopolization of wealth in the hands of a few, but that is precisely the point.